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Above: Local VIPs get the chance to see what's in store at Bow thorpe
Right: Hempstead Savacentre takes off on page 8.
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DUBBED 'HIPPO CORNER' by the
local press, the new Sainsbury supermarket at Worle, near Weston-superMare, opened its doors to brisk trade on
October 17. The hippopotami—four of
them—are similar to the ones that appeared at Lords Hill last year, except that
their ears have been redesigned to resist
the attentions of vandals. They form a
watchful little group by the entrance to
the store.
Part of the North Worle District
Centre, a JS development, the 1620
square metre (17,400 square feet) store
features an in-store bakery and has a
petrol station at the entrance to its 364
space car park. An impressive array of
free-flow produce greets customers as
they walk through the entrance, and as in
Bowthorpe, there are cheque clearing
facilities close by. Manager Keith
Fitzpatrick was pleased with his new
store: 'Despite the cold weather we're
trading very well. We're doing more than
just basket trade.'
In fact food was leaving the store by the
This hippo's full of beans!
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trolley load. Susan Foreman, a lady who
was an avid JS shopper whilst living in
Bristol, spent the incredible sum of £88 in
a couple of hours of shopping. That's
three trolleys brim full! 'I've been waiting
two years for Sainsbury's to arrive in
Weston' said Susan. 'I just had to come in
and have a look round. I love Sainsbury's
and I suppose I just went mad!'
Other customers were obviously having difficulty in resisting the tempting
display of fattening goodies in the bakery,
and bakery manager Ken Payne and his
team were permanently at full stretch
keeping the queuing customers satisfied.
Shortly after the opening all 16 checkouts
were working flat out and the car park
was chock-a-block. Almost every car
leaving the centre seemed to be stopping
at the petrol station for a fill up with the
cheapest fuel in the area—69Jp for four
star.
Although the JS store takes up almost
half the centre, the development also
includes a 'do-it-yourself supermarket, a
dry cleaners, a newsagent and a children's

clothes shop. The centre will serve the
expanding town of Worle, reputed to be
one of the fastest growing parts of the
region. Near a new school, the store will
eventually be surrounded by houses, and
a community centre and pub are planned
to be nearby.
Another of the store's features is that it
boasts
two women
departmental
managers. Grocery manager is Vera
Wilkinson, ex-Lords Hill and who this
year joined the 25 Club. She's confident of
success. 'We're going to be the best in the
area' she said with a smile. On the back
door, reception manager Lorraine
Pepperell is also happy with her new
store. 'I'm really looking forward to getting stuck into my new job' she said.
All in all, opening day was a great
success—both for the staff and for the
customers. Last word must go to the first
customer through the checkouts, 88 yearold Mrs Huxley, who asked the Journal's
reporter if he knew how she could go
about getting a new house close to the
store!

Vera Wilkinson helps Pat Brown with a problem.

Above: Manager Keith Fitzpatrick.
Below: Lorraine Pepperell.

Above: Maria Jones (left) and Nicola Howells in the petrol station.
Below: shopper Anne Hawkins.
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Be prepared for the big carve-up
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THE CUT AN' ROAST of Christmas is
well provided for by JS's hardware buying
department with a carving dish and a
special turkey roasting tin. The carving
dish is made of stainless steel, costs £2.25
and is available at about 20 branches. The
king-size roasting tin costs 69p and is
available at all stores with a hardware
department.
After the roast an' cut comes the serve.
For nibbles or small delicacies is an hors
d'oeuvre dish and servers, which proved a
popular Christmas line last year—price
£1.99p.

«

Christmas hols

Prices tea party
JS HAS DONE IT AGAIN! The price of
Red and Brown Label tea and PG Tips
has been cut by a lp a quarter; and within
two hours of the JS cuts being announced
there was news that Tesco had followed
suit with similar reductions.
Tea is proving a highly competitive
commodity with JS prices remaining the
keenest of all. Barry Matthews, manager
of grocery buying I, says: 'JS is following
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A LONG WEEKEND for nearly everyone at JS this Christmas. To the outside
world JS will be shut for three days from
Monday December 25 to Wednesday
December 27. Behind the scenes however,
key people throughout the company's
three divisions will be keeping essential
operations ticking over the holiday
period.
During the run up to Christmas most
trading hours will be as usual but on
Monday, December 18, branches (other
than those operating Monday trading
hours) will be open normal Tuesday trading hours. On Saturday, December 23 all
branches will close at 2.30pm except
Victoria. Victoria will close at the normal
hour of 12.30pm.
Three days of normal trading will then
occur before yet another holiday! We
suspect that Monday January 1 will be a
very necessary rest day for all JS staff,
following the post holiday rush to fill
depleted larders in time to toast in 1979.

the market down, passing on to customers the benefit of lower prices as soon
as they become available.'
The tea market is more stable than it
has been for some years and this stability
is ably reflected in the price of JS's Red
Label tea which with the latest lp reduction is now down to 18p a quarter
against 24p at this time last year.
Coffee prices have also followed a
similar pattern to the fluctuations on the
tea front. Last year a four ounce jar of JS
coffee was £1.14—now it costs just 68p.

A NEW ARRIVAL on tights displays
throughout the company is a range of 15
denier
plain-knit
one-size
tights.
Featuring a built-in 35 denier brief line
pantie the range replaces the existing 20
denier fine-knit tights. Available in six
colours, the tights will go on show in 160
branches at the beginning of November
and retail at 45p per pair.
Colin Johnson, the buyer, reports:
'Over the past 18 months there's been a
definite move in the market for finer
garments for everyday wear. In the past,
fine .tights were usually kept for special
occasions, but our customers have been
buying more and more fine tights, and
this range is designed to cater for their
needs.'

The sweet smell of success
IT'S CLEAN, it's fresh, it's the latest
additions to JS's health and beauty range.
For all over lovliness there's four additions to the own-label soap range.
Depending on your mood, for 14Jp a
tablet you can be an exotic peach blossom
or a fresh-cheeked country girl (or boy).
For soap-dish one-up-manship there are
two new marbled soaps—blue and green
at 16p a tablet.
To stay as sweet-smelling as you are,
there is a completely new range of ownlabel roll-on antiperspirants. At 29p for
50ml they are good value and there are
three 'flavours' to choose from: alpine
rose, blue ice, and for men—soft cedar.

Nobody nose!
Something even 'your best friends'
won't turn their nose up at is JS's reformulated range of aerosol antiperspirant
deodorant. Following the doubts raised
by the American reaction to fluorocarbons, JS decided to take the lead and
switch to hydrocarbons just to be sure. As
well as reformulating the existing mildly
perfumed family spray, alpine rose and
soft cedar have been added to the range.
For those with aspirations towards
being the velvet hand in the velvet glove,
the health and beauty buying team have
come up with a new range of own-label
hand lotions. At 27p for 200ml it's a nice
price for nice hands. Even nicer for those
who stocked up while it was at 24p as an
introductory offer. There's a choice of
two fragrances, herbal or lemon.
In line with JS's other own-label health
and beauty aerosol range, the company
has also reformulated its hair spray to
use hydrocarbons, So spray on McDufF!

Special offer
MIKE BARRATT, hero of the Discount
'78 promotion, having parked his gleaming silver-grey S-registration Mercedes at
a meter near his office in the West End of
London, was surprised on his return to
see what he thought was a parking ticket
stuck on the windscreen. On closer examination it proved to a telephone memo,
and scrawled in pencil on the back was
the following envious message. 'I bet you
didn't buy this with the money you saved
at Sainsbury's!'

Supper date at Hempstead
LIKE all big productions, Hempstead SavaCentre had the benefit of a dress rehearsal a
week before the opening. On October 11 one hundred members of the Oasis Club were
invited to shop at the new store and later, in the public restaurant, they were the supperguests of store director Bill Oakey and his management team.
The Oasis Club is a women's circle for readers of the Kent Evening Post and it has over
14,000 members. Nearly 800 of them wrote in asking for tickets to attend the special
preview shop-in at Hempstead. The club's organiser Chris Digby said this was one of the
highest responses they had had for an event of this kind. It was necessary to restrict the
numbers as the restaurant only holds 300. The lucky 100 were driven to the store by coach.
Only the perishable goods were missing from the immaculate displays. But this was
made up for by the many suppliers who arranged tastings for the occasion, which meant
that the 'shoppers' were wined and dined even before they reached the public restaurant.
Here they tucked into a three course meal and more wine.
'It was excellent training for the cashiers' says Bill Oakey. 'There is nothing like having
real customers going through the tills to highlight any problems. The girls were very
nervous about opening morning, a dress rehearsal like this has put them at their ease.'

JS puds go Dutch
JS PUDDINGS are certainly gaining an
international reputation. Following last
month's story in the Journal about the
way they're made, Andy Anderson,
transport shift manager at Basingstoke
depot, told us about two puddings that
made the channel crossing to Holland!
Some Dutch friends of his heard about
the famous British Christmas pudding
and were determined to try one, so on his
last trip over to see them he took two of
the JS 'superpuddings'. Today Holland—
tomorrow the world?

Oasis customer have a preview taste of some of the exotic fruits on sale at Hempstead.

Bowthorpe's country code

Traditional Norfolk architecture sets Bowthorpe apart from other J S stores.
BOWTHORPE is not just a new JS store
on the outskirts of Norwich—it is a new
way of life for 13,500 people. The opening
on October 10 of JS's new supermarket
marks the completion of phase one of the
Bowthorpe Centre. In time the Centre
will be the social and shopping focal point
of one of the most imaginative housing
projects to come off the drawing board
for a long while.
The Bowthorpe Development is the
brainchild of Norwich City Council.
They were determined that the new town
they planned to build on a 600 acre site at
Bowthorpe, about five miles from the city
centre, would not be an unbroken vista of
souless bricks and mortar, but something
more in keeping with Norfolk's traditional rural architecture and lifestyle.
The answer they came up with was
three separate villages, one of which is
almost finished, built in a variety of traditional materials and designs. Each village
has its own little shopping precinct but
for major social and shopping expeditions their mecca will be the Bowthorpe
Centre, which combines country architecture with all the modern amenities
of a new town, that will eventually be
home for 13,500 people.

welcomed by manager Tom Parkins and
director Joe Barnes; or queued for four
star petrol, 69^p a gallon, at the JS filling
station across the road from the 321 place
car park.
Because of the significance of the opening, Norwich councillors and representatives of numerous local organisations
and women's clubs, were the guests of JS
and Kerridge Construction (the main
contractor for the scheme) at a preopening ceremony held at the store on
October 9.
After a welcoming cup of tea, JS director Joe Barnes and Councillor Leonard
Stevenson (leader of Norwich Council
and leader of the Bowthorpe Committee)
cut a cake decorated with the city's football colours—yellow and green. Mr
Barnes also presented a £25 hamper of
goodies to Mr Stevenson as the
company's donation to a forthcoming
Christmas party for local children. Later
the managing director of Kerridge presented Mr Barnes with a gold key to
commemorate the opening of the store.
Opening morning dawned warm and

sunny. From the moment the doors opened at 9.30am sharp, customers just kept
on coming and the 21 checkouts were
constantly on the go. Bowthorpe is one of
the first JS stores to have a cheque clearing station for customers to use before
they pass through the turnstiles.
About 90 per cent of the staff at the
store are new to JS. Training them all in
time for the opening could have been a
headache. 'Local JS branches^ were
wonderful' says Bowthorpe BPO Julie
Cook, who is herself new to the company.
'We were able to open with all the girls
trained in at least two skills, we couldn't
have done it without their help.' This
praise is echoed by senior training specialist for the Romford area John Spence.
'I can't thank them enough for the help
they gave us.'
It was a 'first time' for the JS drivers at
Hoddesdon. Bowthorpe is their first
branch opening. They were joined by
drivers from Buntingford on opening
morning, but there is absolutely no truth
in the rumour that they were there to
show the Hoddesdon drivers the way!
It was a busy time for manager Tom
Parkins, an energetic 40-year-old who
was previously manager of Chelmsford.
One of his first customers was the manager of the Mace supermarket in the
Clover Hill village centre. 'He said he'd
been ready to go on holiday since six this
morning' says Mr Parkins 'but he'd hung
on until we opened just to come in and
wish us luck. When he left he said what a
good opening it was and how impressed
he was with the shop.'

Relaxed and friendly
And just about everyone who has
visited the store so far has been impressed
by the architecture, the competitive prices, the wide range of goods and the
relaxed and friendly atmosphere. (One of
the things that JS engineering clerk of
works Ray Simmonds says about the
people at Bowthorpe is that: 'They made
it a pleasure to work on the site—
everyone was so relaxed.')
But for manager Tom Parkins he hopes
there will be no time to relax now the
store is open. 'What I'm looking forward
to is being really busy—for as far ahead
as I can see.'

Rambling manor house
Kingpin of the Centre, and the first unit
to open, is the new JS store, which from
the outside doesn't look like a supermarket at all. Designed by JS architects
and engineers, within the strict brief laid
down by the Council, the store looks
more like a rambling country manor
house, with its steeply sloping pantiled
roof, rustic brickwork and arched
colonnades.
Once inside however, everything is very
much in the JS tradition. The 2090 square
metre (22,497 square feet) sales area is
ultra bright and clean, and the range of
goods on sale covers everything from
sewing aids and dog collars, to free-flow
produce and frozen foods—with the
many other things that JS is famous for in
between. All of which shoppers saw far
themselves when they streamed into the
new store on opening morning—
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Bowthorpe's night-owls arrive to put the finishing touches to the display before opening
morning.

Councillors and local organisations get a
preview of what's in store at a function held
on Monday, October 9.

Above: Hoddesdon and Buntingford depot staff after all has been safely delivered in.
Below right: A colourful corner of Clover Hill, the first village in the Bowthorpe
Development to be built.

Above: Director Joe Barnes tries out the
golden key, presented to him by Kerridge
Construction.
Left: Manager Tom Parkins is kept on his
toes with only an hour to go before he
welcomes hisfirstcustomers.
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THOUSANDS OF SHOPPERS from all
over Kent flocked to the opening on
October 17 of SavaCentre's new store at
Hempstead, just off the M2 and not far
from Gillingham. When store director
Bill Oakey raised the shutter over the
main entrance at nine am sharp, he was
met by a line-up of Formula One trolley
drivers stretching back as far as the eye
could see. The speed at which they moved
into the store set the pace for the day.
Think of a number—and double It.
That's Hempstead SavaCentre. The total
area of the store is 12,450 square metres
(134,000 square feet) which is half the
total area of the Hempstead Valley
Shopping Centre, due to be completed
next spring. The SavaCentre sales hall is
5,574 square metres (60,000 square feet).
There are 36 computerised checkouts.
These provide the customer with a bill
that describes the item as well as giving its

price. One customer was torn between the
kudos of being the first person in her
street to have one of the new bills and the
fact that it let her neighbours know she
wore a padded bra!
There are over 500 staff, 400 of them
women. Most of the shopfloor team were
recruited locally. But the management
team have retailing backgrounds that
cover every aspect of the business, every
corner of the country (almost the world)
and together provide a fund of knowledge
and experience that would be hard to
beat. During the first weeks after the
opening a number of JS people will continue to be around to lend an expert hand.
Outside and underneath the store there
is parking space for more than 1,300 cars.
On the way out of the Centre there is a
SavaCentre petrol filling and tyre fitting
station.
But all this was diminished by the size

Nine months ago
Hempstead SavaCentre
was just a massive, empty
brick shell. The excitement
that has surrounded its
transformation into one of
the most impressive
shopping halls in Kent
reached fever pitch on
October 17, when the store
opened.

The shutter goes up for thefirsttime and store director Bill Oakey is met by a Formula
One line-up.
Left: 'The Jimmy Mack Show' on BBC
Radio Medway was broadcast from the
Centre on opening morning. In between the
latest records Jimmy gave his listeners,
many of them living across the Channel, an
on-the-spot account of reactions to the new
store. Centre: Merchant navy engineer
Pete Barton was outside the store at 5am!
'Since I came home on leave I've heard so
much about SavaCentre—I, had to be the
first in the queue.' Right: Beneath all that
shellfish there's a basking shark—and
there's said to be plenty more where he
came from basking off the Kent coast.
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of the crowds that thronged the store on
opening morning. The excitement that
SavaCentre has generated during the past
nine months was at fever pitch as customers sampled the delights of the new
store for the first time. But where to start?
in the lighting, gardening, D-I-Y, fashion, toys, household, fresh foods, frozen foods, in-store bakery, produce, delicatessen, fresh meat or wet fish
department?—to name but a few.
Or, to travel up to the licensed selfservice restaurant on the first floor, with
its panoramic view of the sales hall below?
The restaurant caters for everything from
a snack to a four-course evening meal
with wine. It is open for an hour longer
than the store, which is open from nine
am until eight pm on Tuesdays,
Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
and until nine pm on Fridays. (The store
is closed on Sundays and Mondays.)

Hempstead is the second SavaCentre.
The first opened at Washington, Tyne
and Wear, eleven months ago on
November 15. (See December 1977 issue.) Nearly all the Hempstead management team have spent some time at
Washington learning the SavaCentre ropes first hand.
SavaCentre is a combination of all that
is best in its parent companies—
Sainsbury's and British Home Stores—
with the added attraction of keener prices, even on own-label lines.
BHS chairman Colin Patterson was the
host at a highly successful preview held
the day before the store opened. The
event boasted the presence of the High
Sheriff of Kent, the Mayor of Gillingham,
the Mayor of Medway (both ladies) and
the local MP. JS chairman John
Sainsbury toured the store on opening
morning, before flying off to Worle to

attend the opening of the new Sainsbury's
store. (See pages two and three.)
At Hempstead the first shoppers were
there to buy—not just to look. One family
was typical. They had saved up a month's
shopping to be able to go on a real
spending binge on opening day. Already
fans of JS's branch at Maidstone, they
liked SavaCentre immediately and said
they would be back next month.
'It's incredible' says Bill Oakey.
'Customers are as at home and familiar
with the store as if they had been shopping here for years. Certainly they give
the impression that they intend to come
back to SavaCentre again and again, for a
long, long while to come. Business was
better on the second day than it was on
the first and it looks like beating all
records when we get really busy on late
trading night!'
continued overleaf >

The High Sheriff of Kent is 'kitted-out' by the Mayor of Gillingham. They were the
guests of BHS chairman Colin Paterson. On the right is the Mayor of Medway.

> continuedfrom previous page

some of the people

seen a t SauaCentie

ARTHUR HENN (left) is the new
general manager of the whole
SavaCentre enterprise. He takes
over from Tim Grinnell at the end of
this year.
Mr Henn is 45 and for the past
two years he has been operations
director at Fine Fare. Before that he
spent 21 years with Marks and
Spencer, where he was on the
buying team for ten years and later
involved with the setting up of M &
S's European operations.
'My family had a greengrocer's
stall in Islington market' says Mr
Henn. 'Right outside Sainsbury's!
From the open air of the market my
career has come full circle—to the
air-conditioning of the
hypermarket.'
Pictured with Mr Henn at the
opening of Hempstead is his new
deputy Ken Wood. Mr Wood was
previously AGM at JS's Uxbridge
office.

TONY CAMPBELL is deputy store
director at Hempstead. At 28 he is
representative of the youth of the
Hempstead management team. He
was previously with a Yorkshire
based supermarket chain and his
new appointment has meant a move
down south with his wife and
family.
Apart from sharing the trading
functions with store director Bill
Oakey, he has special responsibility
for the public restaurant,
merchandising, goods receiving and
maintenance departments. 'One of
the best things about SavaCentre' he
says 'is it's parent companies. Most
hypermarket operations are weak
on the soft and hard goods side,
which is one of the strengths of
BHS. Coupled with JS's knowledge
of the grocery trade this is what
makes SavaCentre unique.'
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FRANK GANDY is another man
who has crossed over from JS to
SavaCentre. At JS he was an
engineering clerk of works, a job
that he also held at Washington
SavaCentre before transferring to
his present job as maintenance
manager at Hempstead.
'SavaCentre uses a lot of
equipment you just don't get at JS'
he says. 'For example there are four
hoists in the warehouses, as well as
things like lamb cutters and cheese
cutters in the prep areas. Then
there's the restaurant, and the
cleaning contract is a massive job.'

DAVID STEWART is 35 and
soft goods manager. The size of the
SavaCentre operation doesn't
surprise him as he was previously
with the Hudson Bay hypermarket
chain in Canada. 'The stores are
called "The Bay" and they never
have a sales area of less than 100,000
square feet' he says.
Mr Stewart is full of praise for the
soft goods buying expertise of BHS.
'They are brilliant' he adds.
'SavaCentre is way ahead because
we have been able to pick their
brains.'

BARRY WEST (right) is deputy
manager of branch display at JS.
With a team of five display
specialists—one from each area
office—he spent four weeks
before the opening at Hempstead.
Under his wing came the traditional
grocery departments, non-foods
and perishables. This is one of the
areas where JS's expertise shines
through and first day customers
were quick to recognise and
appreciate the JS touch.
He is pictured with one of his
SavaCentre team, area display
specialist John Page.

JACQUELINE NASH was an instore bakery manager with Tesco's
before she was appointed bakery
manager at Hempstead SavaCentre.
She is well qualified to do the job,
with a three-year bakery
management course behind her and
a technical career that has included
product development officer at
Associated British Foods.
'The equipment used in the
Hempstead in-store bakery' she says
'is the best that money can buy.'
Under Jacqueline's management the
bakery, apart from all the usual
freshly baked bread and cake lines,
will also be taking orders for
wedding and other special occasion
cakes. 'The SavaCentre in-store
bakery set-up' she says 'is one of the
most efficient and impressive I've
ever seen.'

COLIN ETHERIDGE (right) is a
district manager designate at JS. But
before taking up his appointment he
is sharing the duties of the fresh
foods manager at Hempstead. His
main responsibility is display and
standards.
On opening morning his responsibility included a 20 stone basking
shark on the wet fish counter, priced
at 90p a lb. 'It was caught off the
Kent coast' he says. 'If it sells well we
are assured of a good supply as they
are quite common along this bit of
the coast.'
Pictured with him is Mike Ellis,
senior grocery manager, previously a
Tesco manager.

SALLIE HARRADINE is
responsible for the smooth
operation of the 36 computerised
checkouts. As checkout supervisor
she is at the head of the 130-strong
team of general assistants and seven
supervisors who keep the tills
purring smoothly, and see
customers happily on their way.

Derek makes the right connections
'IT'S NOT THE BIG PROBLEMS that
cause the trouble, it's the little ones that tie
you up' says Derek Lloyd, a deputy
manager of the electrical design section of
JS's engineers. Derek should know, he's
spent the last ten weeks at SavaCentre,
'trouble shooting' the engineering aspects
of the big store's birth, in conjunction
with Rod Watkins, the engineering clerk
of works.
Derek, in addition to electrical commissioning, specialises in control systems for all heating, refrigeration and
ventilating plant in new and extended
stores—and SavaCentres. Over the last
year this has meant involvement with the
construction of twelve or so stores and
about 33,000 miles on the clock of his
Avenger. With JS's continuing expansion
there's no sign of a let up in the workload,
but this doesn't worry him. 'It's the interest that keeps you going—after all, if
we didn't like it we wouldn't do it.'
The interest stems from the vast number of things in any store that rely on
electricity. 'Electrical design is involved in
everything—but everything—in a store'
he says. 'There's an incredible complexity
of things to deal with—especially in
schemes like the new Purley branch which
has a swimming pool as part of the
development'. (JS Journal, October).

Post-drawing board
It all begins when the architect's plans
leave the drawing board. At this stage the
design engineers are involved in discussions with the architects and other
consultants to determine just what is
required, and then they go ahead and
design the plant and specify the equipment to be purchased.
Site drawings are prepared for the contractors who will do the installation, and
Derek and other commissioning engi-

Trouble shooting on the phone.

that is, make sure that it really works and
meets all the necessary standards.
'Each time we design some new control
systems we incorporate changes as the
result of experience with other installations' he says. 'We only change to
improve—we think we do things better
than anyone else in the retail trade, and
we've got a reputation to protect. There's
a fair bit of professional rivalry between
us and other firm's engineers, but it's
mostly good-humoured and does keep us
on our toes'.

Coordination counts

Derek and a SavaCentre control panel.

Just the job
This month the Journal
takes a look at the work
of one of JS's engineers.
neers make regular visits to the manufacturers of his control panels and other
equipment, to make sure that the finished
item is up to scratch in terms of both
operational efficiency and safety. During
the installation he also makes regular
visits to the site to make sure the electrical
side of things is going as planned, and
finally to 'commission' the equipment—

Derek's involvement with SavaCentre
starts at the installation stage—just as for
a JS store, and for the opening of
Hempstead he spent nearly ten weeks
permanently on the site, dealing with
problems as they arose. The engineering
clerk of works—Rod Watkins—had been
there since building started. 'This has
made life a lot easier' says Derek 'he's
been able to get all the ground work done,
and get to know all the people working on
the site—which always helps. Even so,
there were still a fair number of
problems—there always are—particularly in coordinating all the various
systems that are needed to run a big
store like this. Towards the end you
always get a lot of snap decisions to be
made because of the tight schedule.
That's the most interesting part of the
job—you can really get stuck into all the
various disciplines that go to make up the
engineering side of the project'.
Now that the store is open and bustling
with customers, Derek and Rod will have
the chance to take a breather before
getting stuck into the next store. In fact,
as the Journal left Hempstead, word was
coming in that work had already started
on the next SavaCentre at Basildon!

Discussing a problem with head of engineering design George Lloyd and Rod Watkins.
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Centre: Penny can't believe her luck—tartan pleated
skirt in grey, red and green—only £8.95! Her brushed
acrylic cowl-neck jumper is £3.50, and Shetland cardigan £6.50. Above: Barnaby can see no ships, but we
can see his Shetland zipper (£4.50), long-sleeved shirt in
ribbed cotton (£2.95) and elastic waisted trews (£2.50).
Right: Easy-riders—notice Penny's lacy-knit waistcoat, only £1.50.
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For the past ten years JS has been encouraging staff to
use their heads and protect their feet from possible
injury at work, by offering subsidised safety shoes to
everyone whose job could put them in the way of
falling objects or other hazards.
But for women, putting safety first tended to mean
putting fashion last. Now all that has changed. One of
the companies that supplies JS with safety shoes has
introduced a range of ladies safety shoes that combine good looks with good sense. As all the shoes in
the range cost well under £8 and the JS subsidy is £5 a
pair it is hardly surprising that a growing number of
the fairer sex at JS are stepping out safely shod.
The Journal steps out to Sutton-in-Ashfield on the
Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire border, to Betts
and Broughton's factory, to see how they are made.

MINER'S BOOTS were nicknamed 'cocoa tins' when safety footwear was in its
infancy and tended to be more functional
than fashionable. Modern materials and
manufacturing techniques have seen the
demise of the 'cocoa tin' and today's
safety footwear is hardly distinguishable
from everyday boots and shoes.
One of the companies that has done a
lot towards improving the look, comfort
and effectiveness of safety footwear is the
small family firm of Betts and Broughton.
They have been making boots and shoes
for half a century and over the past few
years they have taken a particular interest
in improving the styling of safety shoes
for women. Their latest range, designed
by technical manager Terry Broughton,
incorporates an attractive wedge-heel
and is proving a great success with fashion conscious working girls around the
country.
Gone are the days when shoemaking
revolved around a crosslegged cobbler
with a mouthful of tacks. He would never
be able to cope with today's demand, and
most of us would never be able to cope
with the prices he would have to charge!
Betts and Broughton manage to em-

Safety first
and last

Laying the metal templates (called 'knives') on the leather is a skilled job.

Against a background of Brazilian leather the metal shapes that go to make an upper.
In the foreground the vamp, to the left and right the sides, in the centre the trim.
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ploy almost equal measures of old time
craft, modern materials and machines.
Much of the work in the stitching and
finishing departments for instance is done
by hand. While the fixing of the upper to
the sole and the sole itself are high technology using the most modern plastics
and bondings.
Selecting the leather is very much an
old time skill. The leather they use at
Betts comes from Brazil in half hides,
chrome tanned and dyed. Leather in its
natural state is almost white and tanning
preserves it. Chrome tanning is better for
safety shoes than vegetable tanning as it
improves the heat resisting properties of
leather.
Cutting the uppers is a craftsman's job,
not just because leather is too expensive
to waste but because different parts of the
hide are used for different parts of the
shoe. The vamp—the front of the shoe—
is cut from the butt of the hide as the
rump of the animal is less likely to be
marked or scratched. The fibres here are
also tighter as they have not been stretched like the leg or underside of the beast.
These latter parts of the hide are used for
the back of the shoe and trims.

that takes them through a series of processes that includes banging home the
metal toe caps.
The caps are cushioned with padding
and tape. Executive director John
Broughton, defies anyone to feel the cap
through the inside of one of his safety
shoes. Tape over the edge that meets the
inner part of the shoe gives a smooth
undetectable finish to the outside of the
toe. The cap is completely concealed once
the edge of the upper is stuck down over
the inner sole.
In the case of the ladies shoes the sole
proper
is
injection
moulded
PVC/Polyurethene. This is oil resistant
and has good anti-slip properties.
Soled and heeled—the plastic is moulded around an inner heel put on at an
early stage—the shoes are inspected and
any small imperfections in the finish are
put right by a team of ladies, with what
looks like the contents of a model girl's
make-up box. Sticks of wax the exact
colour the shoe are used to touch-up the
smallest mark. A duo of shoeshine boys
and the process is complete. The shoes are
at last ready to be boxed and despatched.
(All that is missing is the feet!)

At one time the leather shapes that go
to make up the upper part of a boot or
shoe were cut out by hand. It was the
'click' of the knife against the template
that gave rise to the word 'clicking',
which is what this stage of manufacture is
called. Sharp-edged metal shapes (not
unlike pastery cutters) are placed on the
leather and pressure applied mechanically to push the metal into the leather.
All the pieces are cut out one at a time and
it's a skilled job laying down the metal
templates until there is nothing left but a
thin latticework of leather.
Once all the bits have been cut and
assembled they are passed to the 'uppers'
department—a team of multi-skilled men
and women who transform the sometimes dozen or so scraps of leather into
the almost finished upper part of the shoe.
They handle a hundred-and-one different
jobs from stitching in linings, making
laceholes, to putting the zips in Chelsea
boots.
Looking all the world like piles of
sporty peaked caps, the uppers get ready
to meet their sole mates—stopping to
have their heels shaped and stiffened on
the way. The uppers meet their soles on a

The finished uppers—like peaked caps.
last, which is what gives a shoe its foot
shape.
In the old days lasts were made of
maple wood, now they are made of plastic
with metal plates on the sole part. Lasts
are hinged in the middle so they can be
removed from the shoe. As one wag at B
& B said: 'There's not much sale for shoes
with the lasts still in.'
Men and machines work together to
smooth the upper over the last. And at
this point a pair is born. From now on the
shoes travel in pairs along the conveyor

Shaving the edges of the leather makes the
seams slim and neat.

'Lasts used to be made of maple wood' says Wilf Wilson manager of the 'bottoms'
department 'now they are made of plastic'.

Above: Stitching the soft lining into the
vamp is just one of the 101 different jobs
that has to be done by the girls in the
'uppers' department. Right: A light flashes
on an electronic display panel and more
work speeds down a moving belt.

M
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The decorative stitching is exacting work
and the girls never get a stitch out of place.
continued overleaf >
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The shapes of things to come.

Row upon row—pairs of shoes wait to meet their soles. One pair in the middle seems to have stolen

The upper is smoothed and shaped over the
plastic, foot-shaped last.

A powerful modern adhesive sticks the
upper to the inner sole.

The steel toecap is banged home.

At the end of the production line in the 'shoe-room' is forewoman Edna Wint and her team
of pretty young packers.
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The heel takes shapes with the addition of a heel filler,
The sole will be formed around the shape.
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march on the others and got there first!

Three of the shoes in Betts and Broughton's new stylish ladies range.

TOP OF THE SAFETY SHOE TREE are the ladies at JS's
Doncaster branch who at the last count had nearly 100
pairs of safety shoes to their credit. T h e first day the new
range went on display' says BPO Doreen Cook 'I took
orders for 57 pairs. How pleasant to see safety shoes with
fashion in mind.'

The ladies at Doncaster know a good thing when they
see it, and are aware of the dangers that can lie in wait on
the shopfloor for unprotected footsies. There is many a
battlescarred bigtoe that has only just survived to tell the
tale of the falling tin. And there is many a slip that can be
avoided when you use your head, about your feet!

In the cause of men's lib deputy manager Earl Wightman shows off his safety shoes to the well-shod ladies at JS's Doncaster branch.
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Engineer,
captain,
cook

CAKE DECORA TOR engineer
extraordinaire! This unlikely combination
is found in Robert Hayday, area engineer
at Uxbridge. A man of obviously varied
talents, with a JS wife who has encouraged
and assisted his growing interest in
cookery, Robert's culinary fame reached
the ears of the Journal after a recent
Uxbridge area office social event. In place
of honour at the party held to say farewell
to area general manager Ken Wood and to
launch his new career as deputy general
manager of SavaCentre, was a chocolate
spongecake, decorated by Robert.
Robert, who began his career in the JS
engineering department some 30 years
ago, explains the history of his interest in
cooking as starting strongly about 15
years ago, although he did attend cookery
classes at the age of 16. He has however
only recently begun decorating cakes and
now particularly enjoys icing and
designing sponge cakes because he can cut
them into more interesting shapes. The
cake ingeniously designedfor Ken Wood
was in the shape of Mr Wood's initials.
Robert met his wife, Vivienne, through
working at JS and she is now the Uxbridge
area catering specialist. They both travel
around the branches but rush home at the
weekends to their 70 foot narrow boat
moored at Rickmansworth on the Grand
Union Canal. And on their boat they both
enjoy
yes, cooking. Robert admits
that they are never lacking in dinner
guests at their watery home!

Right: Robert Hayday, our consultant
cake artist preparing for the icing
operation.

The king on the cake
WITH HOME BAKING in mind as we
come all too quickly to Christmas, and
with JS stores now sporting icing
utensils and many other seasonal
cooking aids, we asked Robert as an
obvious expert to give us a few hints
on icing a Christmas cake.
With a selection of JS products in
hand, Robert very ably demonstrated
the various stages:
1. Apply marzipan to your cake some
days before you plan to ice it (Robert
thinks that one week is adequate to
allow the marzipan to dry.
2. Make up the Royal icing 24 hours
before use and keep it in an airtight
bowl. This lets any air bubbles rise
and disperse.
3. Spread one base layer of icing on
the marzipan and let that set for 24
hours before applying the decorative
icing.
4. If you don't wish to do a terribly
elaborate design Robert advises not
to decorate with plain white icing but
a more simple design in pretty
colours. He feels that this is more
effective.
One special beginners tip for the
first basic layer of icing stage is that
any palette knife or other utensils
used should be dipped into a bowl of
warm water and wiped. This stops too
much of the icing clinging to the knife
as you spread the mixture out. Robert
also recommends beginners not to try
to speed up any of the stages of
preparation because decorating and
similar tasks cannot be rushed.
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Above left: Some of the Christmas cooking aids available at JS: Icing turntable
£1.45; Icing bag set £1.35; Icing syringe set £1.95; Boxed icing set £4.25 at JS
(Manufacturers Recommended Price £5.69) and assorted cake decoration
accessories at 69p. Various Christmas cakes are in stock, for example: a 2} lb
rich fruit cake with brandy (£1.95); a 3 lb all butter, rich fruit Christmas cake
(£1.95) and the 2J lb all butter, rich fruit Christmas cake with marzipan at £1.85.
Above right: The first ring of decorative icing is applied to the base layer.
Below left: More designed added... Below right:... now the finished product!

Taste of things to come
FOR A FAMILY FEAST over
Christmas, JS stores now not only stock
the food—they also have a brand new
and specially commissioned 'Sainsbury
Cookbook' to help you add a bit of zest to
your festive fare.
Entitled Cookingfor Christmas and selling for 65p in every supermarket the book
is the first of a series for the company by
Josceline Dimbleby. She is an established
cookery writer regularly contributing articles to the national press and with a
successful book already under her belt (A
Taste of Dreams, Hodder & Stoughton,
1976). The Journal decided to visit her in
her Putney home to see how work was
going on the second book in the series.
Josceline is married to TV journalist
David Dimbleby and has a full time job
bringing up their three children, but now
that the youngest has started school she's
finding more time to devote to her cookery. 'I started cooking when I got married' she says. 'I was at home with the
babies all day and was able to do a fair bit
of cooking. I kept inventing dishes and
feeding them to friends who kept telling
me to write them down. Eventually I gave
in, wrote them down, and they became
my first book.'

Dream recipes
Josceline finds no difficulty in coming
up with new recipes. 'I literally used to
dream them up' she says 'but I do read a
lot of old recipe books for inspiration,
and of course going on holiday abroad—
or in this country—always provides
something new. At the moment I'm
working hard on the second book for
Sainsbury's which is going to be about
economical meat and fish cookery. We
ate all the Christmas food during the
summer!'
It took only six months to produce
Cooking for Christmas—an astonishing
speed for the publishing world, and
Josceline is full of praise for JS and the
publishers. 'They were incredibly
efficient—especially as all the recipes were
tested by the home economics department.' Her kitchen is littered with notes
for the forthcoming book. 'As I cook I
scribble down things about the dish and
its progress' she says 'then I sit down and
write them up properly. I use a very
critical tasting panel—my family!
'The books are aimed at people who are
interested in producing good food, but
because I've got three children I realise
the problems and always look for good
shortcuts—like the "cheat" puff pastry in
the current book.' After the meat and fish
book, which should be out in the early
spring, she's planning a guide to cooking
with herbs and spices for publication in
the summer, also under the JS label. 'I'm
going to include a few proper Indian
curries' she says. 'Too many people don't
realise how nice curry can be, especially
when you make your own mixture of
curry spices.' Something to look forward
to—but in the meantime, there's a whole
bundle of tasty Christmas dishes to be
sampled.

Josceline in action—stirring up a tasty but economical dish.
We asked Josceline to choose her favourite recipe from the book,
so here's 'Snowball Pudding'. To serve six to eight you'll need:
8oz (200 g) full cream cheese
30z (75 g) caster sugar
30z (75 g) melted unsaltedbutter
2oz (50 g) chopped hazelnuts
loz (25 g) candied peel
2oz (50 g) chopped glace cherries
2oz (50 g) chopped crystallised ginger
grated rind andjuice of 2 oranges and 1 lemon
8 trifle sponges
\oz (2x5 ml spoon) or I packet gelatine
ipt (125 ml) double or whipping cream
Beat the cream cheese with the sugar and the melted butter until
smooth and creamy. Stir in the chopped nuts, candied peel,
chopped ginger and cherries and the grated rind of the oranges
and lemon. Slice the sponges crossways into 3 thin slices each.
Put 3 or 4 slices on the bottom of a 2-pt pudding basin. Then
spoon a layer of the cream cheese mixture, then another layer of
sponges, and so on, ending with a layer of sponges. Dilute the
juice of the oranges and lemon to J pt (375 ml), with hot water.
Dissolve the gelatine in a cup with 2 tablespoons of very hot
water and stir it into the juices. Strain the juice over the mixture
in the pudding basin, making sure the juice gets to the bottom of
the basin by pulling the mixture back with a spoon.
Put in the fridge to set. When well chilled, dip the basin briefly
in hot water and turn out on to a serving plate. Whisk the cream
until thick and ice the pudding with it. Now eat and enjoy!
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Your letters
Letters are welcome and should be
addressed to the editor.

Haughty-culture
From: L Anderson, supply control,
Blackfriars
Is it not possible for the SSA to bring a
little culture into our dull lives? Surely
there must be other folk in the company
who would like to attend concerts, opera
or the ballet. After all, weekends at
Camber Sands and family days at
Dulwich are all very well of that's your
idea of fun, but month after month!
Come on SSA what about it.
Len Starling, secretary, SSA, replies:
Obviously, there is a demand for SSA
family days and holiday camp weekends—
the great response we always get from
members proves this. However, we do try
to cater for minority interests. In fact we
did have two parties at Sadlers Wells
Theatre last year (Gilbert and Sullivan
and the Ballet).

Whether it's Boney M or Bartok—it
makes no difference—we are here to comply with the wishes of our members. And, of
course, section committees can always support these ventures with subsidies if they
wish.
Heart OfgOld
From: Heather Bawden, 51/57 Kingsland
branch
I was very interested in the story in the
September issue about Don Milsom's
retirement. Don was at 12/16 Kingsland
when I joined the company in 1967, as a
daily domestic. We wore the turban type
hats then. Every time I went down into
the shop to take the manager's tray he
would knock my cap off. We had many a
mock battle in the dining room, all of
which Don won—he had a very strong
grip. But beneath his rough, tough, exterior beat a heart of gold.
When my husband was very ill, in 1969

THE LAST WINNER of a bottle of wine the Journal's photo competition is Stan
Terrett, depot engineer at Basingstoke. His picture—'The Pumpkin Eaters'—went
into the big bundle for the judges to see and stands a chance to win one of the big
prizes. All the entrants are in there fighting for the goodies and the December
Journal will carry full results.

and not expected to live, Don made a
collection for him. He enclosed the money in a get well card for me to take when
I visited Jack in hospital. We were very
touched at this kind gesture as some of
the staff didn't even know my husband.
Thanks Don, glad to tell you Jack is
fine now.

Pocket-picket
From: J C Buckley, senior skilled tradesman, Wood Green branch
Why does the company supply all male
staff, tradesman and managers, with
coats that have a top pocket and a plastic
insert for pens, if it is against the rules to
put anything in it? (See 'fault finding'
picture quiz in August issue.)
Where does the company suggest we
keep a pen? In an inside pocket perhaps,
where it could leak on our shirt, or in a
central pool, where we know what would
happen—in less than five minutes there
wouldn't be a pen left!
Jack Cornwall, manager, branch administration replies:
It is quite in order to carry pens in coat
pockets elsewhere in the branch, but this
should be avoided in the prep area, as
should any other loose foreign object.

One of the best
From: K M Filby, office services, Clapham
I have just seen the latest JS TV advertisement, and wish (through the Journal)
to thank all those who contributed to it,
both the idea and the 'backroom boys'.
It is the most effective JS advert I have
ever seen, and should do a lot to stimulate
sales, as well as conversation of the'—did
you see the Sainsbury advertisement last
night?' type. Well done to all concerned.

Family Day '79
THE TREMENDOUS SUCCESS of
this year's Family Day at Dulwich looks
set to be repeated next year. The organising committee will be meeting this month
to lay the foundations for a day that they
hope will be even more fun than this
year's. Target date is Sunday, June 17,
and as before the Griffin grounds will be
extended hiring the Heme Hill cycle
stadium. The committee will be asking
for help from all around the company, so
if you would like to volunteer, or have
any ideas or suggestions, please contact
the SSA office on Blackfriars 6568.
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People pages
Appointments
RUTH GUY joins the Journal this
month as an assistant editor. Ruth, who
is 22, was previously editor of a technical

insurance publication for Lloyd's.
Before that she worked on Lloyd's house
journal.
Born not far from the Essex coast,
where her parents still live, she has now
made her home in London, regularly
returning to Essex to do her share of
caring for the family pony.
B Page, after a period with SavaCentre, has been appointed manager
Bexleyheath branch.
D O'Sullivan, formerly deputy manager at Central Croydon branch, has
been appointed manager of the Victoria
store.
D Condon, formerly assistant fresh
pork and manufacturing meats buyer in
the fresh pork trading department, has
been appointed pork and manufactured
products buyer in the same department.
A Branson, formerly audit manager in
the internal audit department at
Streatham, has been appointed financial
analyst (distribution) in the distribution
division at Blackfriars.
J Darton, formerly road transport
supervisor at Buntingford depot, has
been appointed transport manager in the
same depot.
J Irwin, formerly deputy manager at
Wallington branch, has been appointed
manager of the Leatherhead store.

Long service
George Bowyer, meat manager at Debden
branch, celebrated 25 years with the company on October 12.
Mr Bowyer has worked at many shops
during his career with JS, including the
old Forest Gate branch, 34 Cranbrook,
Beehive Lane and East Ham before moving to Debden.
'Frank' Franklin, grocery manager at
the Wealdstone store, celebrated 25
years with JS on September 21.

Mr Franklin joined the company at
Cricklewood branch and spent five years
there before moving on to Brondesbury.
After six months he set off for Stanmore
where he worked for a further 9 years,
and during this time did relief work in 18
branches from North Watford to
Haverstock Hill. Next was a two year
spell at Burnt Oak, before he moved to
Wealdstone eight and a half years ago.
Stan Pearman, assistant meat manager
at Basildon branch, celebrated 25 years
with the company on October 12.
Mr Pearman joined JS as a trainee
butcher at Chingford branch, a year later
moving on to the High Road,
Leytonstone store. He stayed there until
the shop closed in the early summer of
1958, and then spent short periods of time
at Gants Hill and Goodmayes before
starting at Basildon just after the branch
opened in 1960.
Ron Saville, deputy manager at the
40/44 Walthamstow branch, celebrated
25 years with JS on October 12.
Mr Saville started his career with the
company at Leyton High Road, and after
spells in 560 Leytonstone and Leyton
Bakers Arms moved to self-service at
Debden in 1956. Seven years later he was
promoted to assistant manager and moved to the Hoe Street service shop. In the
following years he worked at Forest
Gate, Islington, 194 Hoe Street, and in
1968 the new Tottenham branch. Soon
after he was promoted to deputy manager
at 82/84 Kingsland Road and then moved
to Upton Lane, where he remained until
its closure in 1974. He has been at
Walthamstow ever since.

Retirements
Eddie Milne, the greive (farm foreman) at
Inverquhomery Farm, retired on October 7
after 25 years with JS.
Mr Milne joined the firm to work with
the Aberdeen Angus pedigree breeding
herd in the early 'fifties and has remained
there ever since.
Fred Bain, returns inspector at
Charlton depot, retired on September 29
after 20 years with the company.
Mr Bain's first job was as a roundsman
with the catering section, but when that
closed he moved to the old Chelsea shop
to become a butcher. Later he became
assistant head butcher at the Lambeth
shop until its closure, followed by a spell
at 13/15 Southwark. When that closed he
moved to Charlton depot as returns
inspector.
Laura 'Westy' West, a supply assistant
at Basingstoke branch, retired on
October 21 after 13 years service.
Mrs West started work at the Catford
branch and stayed there for ten years.

After a brief interlude at Forest Hill she
transferred to the Basingstoke store.
Phillip Hammond, store serviceman at
Tunbridge Wells branch, retired on
October 14 after 12 years with JS.
Mr Hammond spent his whole career
with the company in the Tunbridge Wells
store.
The following staff have also retired.
Length of service is shown in brackets.
Mrs E Mead (10 years)
Mr G Moden (9 years)
Mrs I Atkins (8 years)
Mr G Martin (8 years)

Obituary
Charles Bayley, produce manager at
Leicester branch, died on September 24
after a short illness. He had been with the
company for 49 years, and was due to
retire only four weeks after his death.
Mr Bayley joined JS as a learner in
1929, and his first shop was 176
Streatham. Four years later he moved to
Thornton Heath branch as a salesman. In
the years before the war he also worked at
168 Streatham and 9/11 Croydon. After
national service he returned to the company in 1946 at the Leicester Market shop
and remained there until the opening of
the new Leicester supermarket in 1963.
He was made produce manager in 1969.
Affectionately known as 'Chas', he was a
keen gardener and liked touring the
countryside—especially visiting historical monuments and houses. He was very
well liked around the store and was popular with the customers. He leaves a wife
and married son.
Olive Davies, a full-time supermarket
assistant at Kings Heath branch, died
suddenly on October 2. Mrs Davies had
been with the company for nine years.
Dorothy Gray, the grocery manager's
clerk at Rugby branch, died on October 3
after a long illness. Mrs Gray had been
working for JS for almost three years.

Best of afl
JS DEPOTS ARE TOPS with Bird's Eye
lorry driver Mr J Barlow. Mr Barlow
recently retired after a total of 50 years on
the road, the last 25 years of them delivering frozen food for Bird's Eye.
Looking back on his half century behind the wheel Mr Barlow came to the
conclusion that of all the many companies his job had brought him in to contact
w i t h ' . . . Sainsbury's depots at Charlton,
Buntingford and Basingstoke were the
best in all ways of cleanliness and hygiene' and he wrote to JS to say just that,
which is how we got to hear about this
worthy accolade.
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The ace of club's dinner
SIX HUNDRED AND SIXTY people
tucked into a slap-up meal at the Royal
Lancaster Hotel on October 9 when the
JS 25 Club held its ninth annual dinner.
On the menu? Mousse de poisson, consomme double, cotelettes d'agneau reforme, vacherin aux fruits, all washed
down with JS Muscadet de Sevre et
Maine and Beaumes de Venise. To judge
by the number of waist-bands that had to

be loosened afterwards it went down a
treat!
Principal speaker was the chairman,
himself a member of the 25 Club, and he
took the opportunity to reflect on the
company's achievements over the last 25
years. '1953 was Coronation year' he
said, 'a year when we were proud to wave
the flag and the year Everest was climbed.
Thinking of some of the obstacles that JS

Above: One triumphant 25 year man collects his watch from the chairman.
Below: Rosina Coe, from Edmonton branch, is congratulated by the chairman.

has had to overcome since then, no doubt
many of you will feel that you've climbed
many Everests!
'But what was happening in the business in 1953? Our total sales in the year
were equivalent to what we take in about
ten days now. That says something about
inflation as well as the progress of JS. But
if you allow for inflation one can still say
that in the 25 years our trade has gone up
about ten times. That is no mean achievement and it is due more than anything
else, as I am sure that none of you need
reminding, to past and present members
ofthe25Club.

After-effects of war
'In 1953' the chairman continued 'we
were still suffering the after-effects of
wartime controls and this had delayed the
building of new stores. We had a total of
only 10,000 square feet of self-service
sales area compared to 2\ million square
feet today. There could hardly be better
figures than these to illustrate the speed
with which food retailing changes, and it
must be a source of pride to all of you to
have been so directly a part of that
change. A change for JS that I think it is
reasonable to claim is unique, for none of
older and more important competitors of
1953 were able to achieve anything like it.
All the firms that were in the forefront in
those days have either been taken over or
gone broke or suffered other fates that I
won't say are worse than death but are
certainly not very agreeable—thinking of
some of the gentlemen of the trade who
have taken them over!
He went on to stress the benefits of
'healthy competition', and continued:
'There has been no better demonstration
of this attitude to competition than
Discount '78, which has above all else
shown the strength and efficiency of JS.
'Discount '78 was not a sudden response to short term difficulties, but an
aggressive and imaginative development
that was carefully planned and tested. It
was designed to bring lower food prices
for our customer and greater growth and
success for JS. It depended, and continues
to depend, on our ability to do the job
better than our competitors, by being
more efficient than they are and by controlling our costs better than others. This
is the important lesson to be drawn from
the success of Discount '78.

Discount '79
'As long as we keep true to our traditional strengths, maintain our concern
for quality and for our customers, each
and every one of them, and keep strong
our concern to look after all our staff,
then I have no doubt that 1978, the year
of Discount '78, will mark one more
significant move forward in the progress
ofJS.
'I am told that in some quarters there is
anxious speculation about what will happen to Discount '78 when the chimes of
midnight are heard on December 31.
Without giving away any secrets I am
happy to tell you that at that hour a voice
will be heard above Stamford House
declaiming—"Discount '78 is dead—
Long live Discount '79".'
Speeches in reply were made by Jack
Russell, departmental director in charge
of grocery buying, and Jim Soper, an
ex-district manager and senior manager in
branch operations.

Chris wins
the day
BASINGSTOKE DEPOT'S top driver,
Chris Preston, put up a creditable display
at the national final of Commercial
Motor's Lorry Driver of the Year competition on September 3. Chris, who won
his heat at Maidenhead last June, went on
to finish eleventh in his class of 40 drivers.
Driving an articulated box trailer lorry
from Basingstoke's fleet, Chris was one of
400 drivers who assembled at Cranfield in
early September. Up against well-drilled
competition from tanker drivers with the
big oil companies, he did particularly well
to finish where he did—especially as due
to a slip-up by the organisers he wasn't
sent details of the manoeuvering tests he
had to go through. 'I had to go in blind'
he says. 'Most of the other drivers had a
couple of weeks to practice the tests, and
as a result I blew quite a lot of points.
Next year I'll know the ropes and do a lot
better—I hope!'
This was Chris's first attempt at the
competition, and he was one of four
Basingstoke drivers at the regional final.
He's been driving for JS for three years,
and is already laying plans for next year's
competition. 'I'm going to do some homework over the winter' he says 'and I'm
going to do my best to hang on to the cups
I picked up this year at the regional final.'

Chris and the lorry he drove in the final.

Carol's number one
CAROL MEREDITH is so shy she nearly
ran away when she heard she had been
chosen to represent the South-East in
this year's Miss JS Competition.
Carol, a petite 17-year-old, is a
supermarket assistant at Church
Street, Croydon branch and she was
persuaded by her supervisor to enter
the first heat of the annual quest to find
Miss JS. It took all Carol's courage to
take her place in the line-up to find Miss
Sainsbury's South-East, which was one
of the highlights of a recent SSA
Pontin's weekend at Camber Sands.
When her name was announced as the
winner, Carol says all she wanted to do
was run away and hide.
Her shyness means that she prefers
listening to music rather than dancing
to it. At the moment she's into 'heavy
rock' and her current favourite are
'Yes' and 'Genesis'. The cinema is
another of Carol's interests.
Carol hasn't dared to think about the
finals, which take place in London early
next year. 'I have looked at a few
dresses' she says 'but all the ones I like
are so expensive.' Her £25 prize as
Miss JS South-East, went straight into
her building society account. Let's hope
there will be such an upturn in the
economy that with the interest it will
grow enough to help a little towards the
cost of one of those expensive dresses
she has set her heart on.
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Drury Lane's last curtain call—twenty years on
THE FIRST SAINSBURY SHOP, at 173 Drury Lane, closed 20
years ago this month, on November 10. Geoffrey Pawsey
managed the shop from 1952 until its closure and he recently
recalled those last closing moments for the archives and also
painted a vivid verbal picture of what life was like in 'The First
House of Sainsbury'.
Mr JB, the founders' son was a frequent visitor. He would
arrive with his pockets full of silver and distribute half crowns
to the crowds of old folk who quickly gathered. Mr JB would
join the shopping queue and, when he got to the head of the
line, return to the end and start chatting again. Before he
returned to head office, he would ask Mr Pawsey what he
required and send it by van within the hour. He never failed to
tell the story of the stool his father made for him when he was
six (1877) so that he could reach i nto the chu rrrto serve mi Ik to
customers.
The Drury Lane shop was tiny with only a single counter.
Bacon and cheese were served from a back shelf so the
customer saw the assistant's back. The only warehouse was a
very low basement with exposed beams, from which poultry
and game hung on six inch nails. The bacon and cooked
meats slicing machines were housed between two sets of
beams so that the staff could stand up. Anyone descending
into the basement got an impression of headless assistants!
The cold store was so small that there was no room for fats.
One very hot and memorable day, a Danish butter cask
disintegrated when opened and liquid butter ran down the
basement steps.
The trade consisted of office workers, actors and residents
of the Peabody buildings. The Opera House boys came in in
their make-up and with coats on over their tights. They
apparently caused so much of a stir that the female staff were
not allowed to serve them. Shop staff came in early to weigh
out two ounce weights of butter, cheese, cooked meats etc for

lunchtime sandwich fillings. Local office workers would buy
rolls from the baker a few doors away and select the filling of
their choice at JS. When the replacement self-service store
opened and the area superintendent came across to the old
branch and said: 'What's this two-ounce business, they can't
have that,' Mr Pawsey replied that they had been having it for
years and a great deal of money had been made in this way.
Less welcome visitors were the alcoholics and meths drinkers from the doss house in Parker Street. Just on closing
time, they used to descend on the shop demanding food.
When the shop was finally rid of them, the stench was so bad
that fans had to be put on and the place disinfected.
The pavement outside the shop was very narrow and
poultry displays were restricted to a single rail above the
windows. Behind the shop was a nunnery and Catholic
school, and its nearest neighbours were Isaac's fish shop, a
vegetable shop (both of which attracted flies) and Bartlett's,
potato merchants. Netting had to be put over the counters
during the day to keep the flies off. The occasional rat or
mouse, which had travelled to London in potato sacks, were
caught.
Everyone who joined JS in the 1950s spent half a day
inspecting Drury Lane and then went on to Victoria—'to see
what a posh shop was like'. Until 1956, there was a resident
housekeeper and dormitory above. Mr Pawsey remembers a
picture of the Founders (now in the archives) hanging in the
dining room. 'No matter where you sat, his eyes (Mr JJ's)
were»on you as if saying there are customers waiting. Get
down and serve!'
Mr Alan—now Lord Sainsbury of Drury Lane—was present
at the closure in 1958. Mr Pawsey remembers handing the
pole, over to Lord Sainsbury saying: 'Your grandfather
opened this shop, and I think it's only right that you should
close it.'

Behind the partition and displays of canned goods on the
right, was the old range where Mary Ann Sainsbury prepared
the family meals and looked after the children.

Lord Sainsbury of Drury Lane (better known as Mr Alan)
shuts the blinds for the last time.

Don't forget—last copy
date for next issue is
Nov 13
24

Manager Geoffrey Pawsey pictured 20 years ago chatting to
the last two customers.

DUBBED 'HIPPO CORNER' by the
local press, the new Sainsbury supermarket at Worle, near Weston-superMare, opened its doors to brisk trade on
October 17. The hippopotami—four of
them—are similar to the ones that appeared at Lords Hill last year, except that
their ears have been redesigned to resist
the attentions of vandals. They form a
watchful little group by the entrance to
the store.
Part of the North Worle District
Centre, a JS development, the 1620
square metre (17,400 square feet) store
features an in-store bakery and has a
petrol station at the entrance to its 364
space car park. An impressive array of
free-flow produce greets customers as
they walk through the entrance, and as in
Bowthorpe, there are cheque clearing
facilities close by. Manager Keith
Fitzpatrick was pleased with his new
store: 'Despite the cold weather we're
trading very well. We're doing more than
just basket trade.'
In fact food was leaving the store by the
This hippo's full of beans!

trolley load. Susan Foreman, a lady who
was an avid JS shopper whilst living in
Bristol, spent the incredible sum of £88 in
a couple of hours of shopping. That's
three trolleys brim full! 'I've been waiting
two years for Sainsbury's to arrive in
Weston' said Susan. 'I just had to come in
and have a look round. I love Sainsbury's
and I suppose I just went mad!'
Other customers were obviously having difficulty in resisting the tempting
display of fattening goodies in the bakery,
and bakery manager Ken Payne and his
team were permanently at full stretch
keeping the queuing customers satisfied.
Shortly after the opening all 16 checkouts
were working flat out and the car park
was chock-a-block. Almost every car
leaving the centre seemed to be stopping
at the petrol station for a fill up with the
cheapest fuel in the area—69£p for four
star.
Although the JS store takes up almost
half the centre, the development also
includes a 'do-it-yourself supermarket, a
dry cleaners, a newsagent and a children's

clothes shop. The centre will serve the
expanding town of Worle, reputed to be
one of the fastest growing parts of the
region. Near a new school, the store will
eventually be surrounded by houses, and
a community centre and pub are planned
to be nearby.
Another of the store's features is that it
boasts two women
departmental
managers. Grocery manager is Vera
Wilkinson, ex-Lords Hill and who this
year joined the 25 Club. She's confident of
success. 'We're going to be the best in the
area' she said with a smile. On the back
door, reception manager Lorraine
Pepperell is also happy with her new
store. 'I'm really looking forward to getting stuck into my new job' she said.
All in all, opening day was a great
success—both for the staff and for the
customers. Last word must go to the first
customer through the checkouts, 88 yearold Mrs Huxley, who asked the Journal's
reporter if he knew how she could go
about getting a new house close to the
store!

Vera Wilkinson helps Pat Brown with a problem.

Above: Manager Keith Fitzpatrick.
Below: Lorraine Pepperell.

Above: Maria Jones (left) and Nicola Howells in the petrol station.
Below: shopper Anne Hawkins.
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THOUSANDS OF SHOPPERS from all
over Kent flocked to the opening on
October 17 of SavaCentre's new store at
Hempstead, just off the M2 and not far
from Gillingham. When store director
Bill Oakey raised the shutter over the
main entrance at nine am sharp, he was
met by a line-up of Formula One trolley
drivers stretching back as far as the eye
could see. The speed at which they moved
into the store set the pace for theiday.
Think of a number—and double It.
That's Hempstead SavaCentre. The total
area of the store is 12,450 square metres
(134,000 square feet) which is half the
total area of the Hempstead Valley
Shopping Centre, due to be completed
next spring. The SavaCentre sales hall is
5,574 square metres (60,000 square feet).
There are 36 computerised checkouts.
These provide the customer with a bill
that describes the item as well as giving its

price. One customer was torn between the
kudos of being the first person in her
street to have one of the new bills and the
fact that it let her neighbours know she
wore a padded bra!
There are over 500 staff, 400 of them
women. Most of the shopfloor team were
recruited locally. But the management
team have retailing backgrounds that
cover every aspect of the business, every
corner of the country (almost the world)
and together provide a fund of knowledge
and experience that would be hard to
beat. During the first weeks after the
opening a number of JS people will continue to be around to lend an expert hand.
Outside and underneath the store there
is parking space for more than 1,300 cars.
On the way out of the Centre there is a
SavaCentre petrol filling and tyre fitting
station^
But all this was diminished by the size

Nine months ago
Hempstead SavaCentre
was just a massive, empty
brick shell. The excitement
that has surrounded its
transformation into one of
the most impressive
shopping halls in Kent
reached fever pitch on
October 17, when the store
opened.

The shutter goes up for the first time and store director Bill Oakey is met by a Formula
One line-up.
Left: 'The Jimmy Mack Show' on BBC
Radio Medway was broadcast from the
Centre on opening morning. In between the
latest records Jimmy gave his listeners,
many of them living across the Channel, an
on-the-spot account of reactions to the new
store. Centre: Merchant navy engineer
Pete Barton was outside the store at 5am!
'Since I came home on leave I've heard so
much about SavaCentre—I.had to be the
first in the queue.' Right: Beneath all that
shellfish there's a basking shark—and
there's said to be plenty more where he
came from basking off the Kent coast.
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of the crowds that thronged the store on
opening morning. The excitement that
SavaCentre has generated during the past
nine months was at fever pitch as customers sampled the delights of the new
store for the first time. But where to start?
in the lighting, gardening, D-I-Y, fashion, toys, household, fresh foods, frozen foods, in-store bakery, produce, delicatessen, fresh meat or wet fish
department?—to name but a few.
Or, to travel up to the licensed selfservice restaurant on the first floor, with
its panoramic view of the sales hall below?
The restaurant caters for everything from
a snack to a four-course evening meal
with wine. It is open for an hour longer
than the store, which is open from nine
am until eight pm on Tuesdays,
Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
and until nine pm on Fridays. (The store
is closed on Sundays and Mondays.)

Hempstead is the second SavaCentre.
The first opened at Washington, Tyne
and Wear, eleven months ago on
November 15. (See December 1977 issue.) Nearly all the Hempstead management team have spent some time at
Washington learning the SavaCentre ropes first hand.
SavaCentre is a combination of all that
is best in its parent companies—
Sainsbury's and British Home Stores—
with the added attraction of keener prices, even on own-label lines.
BHS chairman Colin Patterson was the
host at a highly successful preview held
the day before the store opened. The
event boasted the presence of the High
Sheriff of Kent, the Mayor of Gillingham,
the Mayor of Medway (both ladies) and
the local MP. JS chairman John
Sainsbury toured the store on opening
morning, before flying off to Worle to

attend the opening of the new Sainsbury's
store. (See pages two and three.)
At Hempstead the first shoppers were
there to buy—not just to look. One family
was typical. They had saved up a month's
shopping to be able to go on a real
spending binge on opening day. Already
fans of JS's branch at Maidstone, they
liked SavaCentre immediately and said
they would be back next month.
'It's incredible' says Bill Oakey.
'Customers are as at home and familiar
with the store as if they had been shopping here for years. Certainly they give
the impression that they intend to come
back to SavaCentre again and again, for a
long, long while to come. Business was
better on the second day than it was on
the first and it looks like beating all
records when we get really busy on late
trading night!'
continued overleaf >

The High Sheriff of Kent is 'kitted-out' by the Mayor of Gillingham. They were the
guests of BHS chairman Colin Paterson. On the right is the Mayor of Medway.
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One foot in the East and
the other in the West,
Holly shows off her
dungarees—£3.95, navy
and brown brushed denim.

•
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f o £ a v a n e t y of colour,

As the leaves begin to pile up on the pavements and the season of mists and mellow
fruitfulness becomes more misty and less
fruitful, the textiles department have introduced a new range of clothes for the discerning and fashion conscious JS customer. To
show them off to their best advantage, the
Journal took a few of the clothes to
Greenwich Park—home of Greenwich Mean
Time (coming soon) and the National
Maritime Museum. Our models were
Purnima (Penny) Patel, a secretary at Blackfriars,
and Holly and Barnaby Farmer, daughter and
son of Mike Farmer, the print manager at
Blackfriars. The range attracted many admiring looks from tourists, and the models enjoyed wearing them—asBhe pictures show.
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East, West—JS is best
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Centre: Penny can't believe her luck—tartan pleated
skirt in grey, red and green—only £8.95! Her brushed
acrylic cowl-neck jumper is £3.50, and Shetland cardigan £6.50. Above: Barnaby can see no ships, but we
can see his Shetland zipper (£4.50), long-sleeved shirt in
ribbed cotton (£2.95) and elastic waisted trews (£2.50).
Right: Easy-riders—notice Penny's lacy-knit waistcoat, only £1.50.
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Safety first
and last

The shapes of things to come.

Row upon row—pairs of shoes wait to meet their soles. One pair in the middle seems to have stolen

a marcn on the

others and got there first!

Three of the shoes in Berts and Broughton's new stylish ladies range.

TOP OF THE SAFETY SHOE TREE are the ladies at JS's
Doncaster branch who at the last count had nearly 100
pairs of safety shoes to their credit. The first day the new
range went on display' says BPO Doreen Cook 'I took
orders for 57 pairs. How pleasant to see safety shoes with
fashion in mind.'

The upper is smoothed and shaped over the
plastic, foot-shaped last.

A powerful modern adhesive sticks the
upper to the inner sole.

The steel toecap is banged home.

At the end of the production line in the 'shoe-room' is forewoman Edna Wint and her team
of pretty young packers.
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The ladies at Doncaster know a good thing when they
see it, and are aware of the dangers that can lie in wait on
the shopfloor for unprotected footsies. There is many a
battlescarred bigtoe that has only just survived to tell the
tale of the falling tin. And there is many a slip that can be
avoided when you use your head, about your feet!

The heel takes shapes with the addition of a heel filler,
The sole will be formed around the shape.

In the cause of men's lib deputy manager Earl Wightman shows off his safety shoes to the well-shod ladies at JS's Doncaster branch.
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